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LiZhi was a maverick figure who was famous in the history of thought in ancient 
China. His thoughts were vigorously deprecated as heretical at that time. And he 
traveled a heavy life with lots of amazing stories. Finally , this old man killed himself 
with a razor when he was in prison at his 76 years old. 
Li Zhi became a controversial ideologist for his heretical thoughts and actions. 
But what factors made him such a controversial person? What shall we learn from his 
thoughts in our times? To answer these questions, we need to do research at the 
background of the historical environment, and pay much attention to the uniqueness 
of the individual ideologist. This article tries to answer these questions by putting 
LiZhi back into the social environment at that time when he lived, and analyzing him 
base on his personal experiences. 
LiZhi’s tragic life was decided not only by the persecution of the society but also 
by his own character. This article starts from LiZhi’s thoughts to analyses the heretical 
character of his thoughts and actions, then tries to find answers from two 
factors----the social background of the late Ming dynasty and the uniqueness of the 
very person. Firstly, in the unstable society of the late Ming dynasty, governance 
corrupted increasingly, commodity economy developed prosperously, ideology and 
culture enjoyed a unprecedented prosperity, together with the unique local culture of 
QuanZhou, composed the special social background which LiZhi lived. Secondly, 
LiZhi was born in a decline business family and suffered a hard life , these experience 
made him a arrogant person. Besides, LiZhi was affected by lots of different theories. 
All these factors finally gave birth to this heterodox person and his controversial 
thoughts. 
Li Zhi’s heretical thoughts were of significance with the enlightenment in his 
period. Although it was just a lonely case, we can find the connection of the social 
background and the development of ideology by analyzing the case. Through 
reviewing the ideologist’s who living in social transformation period, we also found 
that to become a pioneer ,it required more courage to face the suffering and loneliness. 
For society as a whole, we shall be more tolerant of the heretical ideologists. 
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